Concerto for Turntables & Orchestra

Allegro gavotte \( \textstyle \frac{\text{ allegro gavotte }}{q = 107} \)

Music by Gabriel PROKOFIEV
Arranged by Gareth Glyn and Andrew J Smith

Flutes (Intermediate)
Oboes
*or other mid-range C instrument (Intermediate)
Clarinets in B\( _b \) (Intermediate)
Alto Saxophones (Intermediate)
Bassoons
*or other bass C instrument (Intermediate)
Horns in F (Intermediate)
Trumpets in B\( _b \) (Intermediate)
Tenor Horns
*or alternative to Alto Sax (Intermediate)
Trombones
*or other tenor C instrument (Intermediate)
Euphoniums/Baritones (Intermediate)
Bass in B\( _b \) (Intermediate)
Bottle & Shaker (Intermediate)
Snare Drum (Intermediate)
Cymbals (Intermediate)
Bass Drum (Intermediate)
Piano (Intermediate)
Violins (Intermediate)
Violas (Intermediate)
Violoncellos (Intermediate)
Double Basses (Intermediate)

Turntables (Original)
Turntables (Beginner)

Shaker (eggs)

Allegro gavotte \( \textstyle \frac{\text{ allegro gavotte }}{q = 107} \)

Stabs (at original pitch) (reverse)

Orchestral theme sample (reverse Orch sample)
Orchestral theme sample
[Battle against Percussion & Brass]
Orchestral theme sample
"Stabs" & "Plays"

(reverse)